Free tissue transfer to the lower extremity: a paradigm shift in flap selection for soft tissue reconstruction.
The free anterolateral thigh (ALT) skin perforator flap has gained enormous popularity as a free skin perforator flap. Currently being used for various reconstructions primarily in Asia, its routine application for soft-tissue reconstruction of the lower extremity remains unknown in the United States. The purpose of the present study was to review the current trend of flap selection for soft tissue reconstruction of the lower extremity. We performed a retrospective review of a single-surgeon case log between 2007 and 2011 in a tertiary academic medical center. Inclusion criteria were patients who underwent free tissue transfer for lower extremity reconstruction regardless of sex or age. Exclusion criteria were limited to patients with a body mass index greater than 35 kg/m. A total of 20 patients underwent reconstruction with a free tissue transfer for soft tissue coverage of the lower extremity wound were identified. Fourteen free ALT and 6 free muscle flap reconstructions were performed over a 4-year period. Good reconstructive outcomes resulting in reliable soft tissue coverage were achieved in all patients. It was noted that more ALT flaps were used in the last 2 years and less muscle flaps (0/8 vs 6/12, P = 0.042) when compared with the years prior. Although technically more challenging to perform, the free ALT flap has recently been used significantly more for lower extremity reconstruction because of its minimal donor-site morbidity, reliable coverage, and improved contour. This represents a paradigm shift in flap selection that is being highlighted as surgical proficiency in flap dissection technique improves.